Schedule of Events (sidebar):

8-9am: Breakfast and Registration

9-9:15: Opening, Introduction


9:45-10:15: Brenda Major, University of California Santa Barbra, *How Diversity and White Identity Shaped Support for Donald Trump in the 2016 Presidential Election*

10:15-10:30: Coffee Break

10:30-11:15: Constantine Sedikides, University of Southampton, Lifetime Career Award Address

11:15-11:45: Data Blitz, Speakers TBA

11:45-1: Lunch Break and Mentoring Lunch

12:15-1: Poster Session

1-1:15: ISSI Updates

1:15-2: Sapna Cheryan, University of Washington, Early Career Award Address

2-2:45: Mary Murphy, Indiana University, Early Career Award Address

2:45-3: Coffee break

3-3:15: Self & Identity Paper of the Year Award, presented by Shira Gabriel, Editor

3:15-3:45: Melissa Williams, Emory University, *Women’s Relationship to Power: Embracing a leader identity*

3:45-4:15: Jim Sidanius, Harvard University, *The Theory of Gendered Prejudice: A Social Dominance and Intersectional Perspective*

4:15-4:30: Brief Closing Remarks